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1 Lexicon
CT-Server : CamTrace Server.
Data disk : disk used for data (recordings of cameras). It is often a hard disk (with or
without RAID).
System disk : disk used for the OS. We recommend using SSD.
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2 Purpose of the document
This document explains how to install CamTrace on a bare machine.
If you have a server on which CamTrace has already been installed, it is not necessary
to read this document. You can start the setup process by reading the 'QuickSetup
Guide' found on the Camtrace website ('Resources' link, then 'Technical Documents').
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3 Preparing the CT-Server ISO image
The objective of this chapter is to transform a bare machine (without OS) into a CTServer. The installation can be done on a physical machine or on a virtual machine.

3.1 USB KEY SPECIFICATIONS
Use a good quality USB key with a minimum size of 8 GB and a maximum size of 32 GB.

3.2 DOWNLOADING THE CT-SERVER ISO IMAGE
The ISO images of the CT-Server can be found on our FTP, accessible at :
Host : ftp.camtrace.com
Id : camtrace
Password : Please send us email at ‘contact@camtrace.com’.
Port : 21
Path : "/CamTrace_VMS/Iso/V9/".
Download the ISO image and the MD5 checksum.
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3.3 DOWNLOADING THE ISO BURNING TOOL
Download a software to burn the ISO image (e.g. Rufus) on USB key.
Important: Check the MD5 sum with one of the many MD5 checksum software (e.g.
MD5 Checksum Tool). The MD5 is a crucial operation and it only takes a few seconds. If
you do not check the MD5, you might install a CT-Server using a corrupted ISO image.
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3.4 BURNING THE ISO IMAGE ON USB KEY
Launch the ISO burning software.
Select the ISO image, the USB key, and the following parameters :

Burning the ISO image on a USB key will delete all data located in the USB key.
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4 Installation preparation
4.1 COMPATIBLE HARDWARE
Make sure you have compatible hardware before starting the installation from the USB
key.
CamTrace is installed on a server machine with the following minimum requirements
- An x86 64bit 3 GHz processor,
- 8 GB of RAM,
- A hard disk for the OS of at least 256 GB; preferably an SSD (this disk will be called
'System disk'),
- An independent data disk or RAID (this disk will be called 'Data disk').
- A VGA graphics card capable of displaying a resolution of 1024x768. Nvidia CUDA
compatible card preferred,
- A USB port,
- A gigabit Ethernet network port (two ports recommended).
- Keyboard, mouse, screen.
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4.2 BIOS SETTINGS
Important : You must set the time of the BIOS. If you do not set the BIOS to the correct
time, the CT-Server may malfunction.
4.2.1

Type of BIOS

The CamTrace installation procedure is designed for UEFI BIOS. If your server offers a
choice between a UEFI BIOS and the older legacy BIOS, always choose UEFI.
4.2.2

Boot order

In order for your server to boot from the USB key, it may be necessary to change the
boot order. Generally, you need to press the SUPPR, F1 or F2 key when booting the
machine to enter the BIOS; refer to your server (or motherboard) documentation.
4.2.3

Precautions in case of multiple disks

If all the disks in your server are on the same disk controller, it is best to put the disk
intended to be the System disk in the first position (this is visible in the BIOS).
Similarly, if you have multiple controllers, be sure to put the System disk on the first
controller (in the first position).
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5 Installation
5.1 LOADING THE USB KEY
The first installation screen is identical to the one in the screenshot below :

Note: If you are installing on a machine with a Legacy BIOS, the display is slightly
different, the wallpaper is completely black.
–

Try CamTrace - Live : Live CD" mode, with no installation on disk (runs in RAM). This
mode allows you to see if your hardware is compatible with CamTrace (if
CamTrace starts and runs normally: your hardware is compatible), and allows you
to troubleshoot CamTrace installation problems.

–

Install system on primary disk << (Recommended) : Choose this option, which is
the default installation mode.
Note: When the system is installed on a System disk independent of the Data
disk(s), reinstallation of the system is possible without loss of data (camera
records).

5.2 KEYBOARD LANGUAGE SELECTION
A 'Keyboard layout' window will appear. Choose the language of your keyboard.
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5.3 NORMAL OR MINIMAL INSTALLATION
On the 'Updates and other software' screen, you can use the default options:

Note : Options ‘Download updates while installing CamTrace’ and ‘Minimal installation’
are not taken into account.
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5.4 INSTALLATION TYPE
At this stage, the interface changes according to two scenarios .
Refer to the You install CamTrace on a bare machine (without any OS previously
installed) chapter or the You install CamTrace on a machine with existing OS : chapter
depending on your situation.
5.4.1 You install CamTrace on a bare machine (without any OS previously installed)
The installation screen should be identical to the one in the screenshot below :

Select "Erase disk and Install CamTrace" and click 'Continue'. This will erase any data on
the disk. If you have multiple discs, the following screen is displayed:

You need to choose the System disk (usually the SSD), then 'Install Now'.
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5.4.2 You install CamTrace on a machine with existing OS :
In this case, several options are available:
- ‘Erase Ubuntu 22.04 LTS and reinstall’,
- ‘Install CamTrace 9.16.0.0 alongside Ubuntu 22.04 LTS’,
- ‘Erase disk and install CamTrace’,
- ‘Something else’.
Select "Erase disk and Install CamTrace" and click 'Continue'. This will erase any data on
the disk.
If you have multiple disks, the following screen will appear:

You need to choose the System disk (usually the SSD), then 'Install Now'.
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5.5 GEOLOCATION
The following screen appears. Click on the map to set your location:

The installation continues with the following display:
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When processing is complete, the following message appears:

Click on 'Restart Now'. The following screen appears:

Then the following message is displayed (see in red below):

Physically remove the USB key from the server. Then press the 'Enter' key.
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5.6 CT-SERVER REBOOTING
When restarting the CT-Server, it is recommended to enter the BIOS again to change the
boot order. It is not recommended to leave the USB key as N°1 boot order; it is better to
choose the System disk as N°1 boot order. When the CT-Server reboots, the following
screen is displayed:

Then the OS desktop appears. Wait for the updates to finish. Popups appear in the
upper right corner of the screen (these updates are included with the ISO image, there
is no need for an internet connection):
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When the updates are complete, the following message is displayed (see below):

In some cases, the CT-Server restarts one last time.
CamTrace SIRION 16 is now installed:
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5.7 CT-SERVER SETUP
Click on the 'CamTrace Admin' icon at the top left of the screen to launch the
administration interface of your CT-Server.
Refer to the 'QuickSetup Guide (V16)' to continue with the setup.
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